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MEET SAMUEL
THE FIRST MINDSET FOCUSED PERFORMANCE  & 

CAREER  COACH        FOR PHARMACEUTICAL  AND 

MEDICAL DEVICE SALES  REPRESENTATIVES

After graduating from UC, Riverside with a BS in Biology, Samuel 
started his career in medical sales. Over the next 14 years Samuel 
worked within Pharmaceutical and Biotech companies such as GSK, 
Aptevo and ViiV Healthcare. Personal challenges empowered Samuel 
to focus on human development and performance which led him to 
become an ICF certified professional Coach.  

Hence, Evolve Your Success was born. As CEO of Evolve Your Success 
Transformational Programs, Samuel Adeyinka Gbadebo takes his 14 
years of medical sales experience to empower professionals to enter 
and thrive in the world of medical sales,

Samuel has identified the solutions to address the challenges of sales 
professionals crossing over into medical sales and thriving in the 
industry. He has helped professionals attain medical sales positions 
utilizing mindset and proven systems. He has also helped medical 
sales professionals achieve success and personal fulfillment through 
his trans-formative coaching methodology. 

Samuel is the host of  highly rated "Medical Sales Podcast".

In his free time, Samuel enjoys spending time with his family and 
pursuing an active lifestyle in Long Beach, California.
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In addition to sales trainings, Samuel has also helped clients 
get positions within: 

GSK 
Integrity Implants 

Merck 
Eli Lilly and others 

Samuel also speaks & trains at private events.   
If you would like to hire Samuel to speak at your event or 

organization, or to work with him one on one, 
please email: samuel@evolveyoursuccess.com 

or call directly at 657-859-9887 

“Samuel is a combination of smart, engaging, passionate with just 
enough humor. His powerful speaking was a transformative  

experience. He has helped me see a new standard I can set for  
myself that has me consistently pushing for excellence. I have 

listened to a number of speakers, but none that have captured the 
journey of a pharmaceutical sales rep & what we can do to com-

pletely jump to a new level of performance at any time.”  

- Danielle Branch -
Executive GSK for Corporate Responsibility and 

Global Philanthropy Healthcare 
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